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Abstract—Data structure and algorithm is an important course in computer 
science and information technology programs, applied in almost all courses. 
Failure to master it will affect student's academic performance during study, 
getting job interviews, passing job interviews, and create an inefficient infor-
mation technology worker. However, learning data structure is a worldwide 
problem because of its complex nature. Gameful visualization of data struc-
tures’ algorithms has been gaining momentum as it resulted in increased moti-
vation, engagement and learning outcome. But effectiveness of game-based 
learning could be hindered if improper learning strategies used. Instructional 
scaffold in game-based learning in the form of question prompts have been 
found to be the most effective way to scaffold self-learn in computer-based 
learning. Thus, a game-based learning of stack data structure using question 
prompts was designed, developed and tested based on an adopted model to help 
students understand the algorithms of stack’s insert and delete operations for ar-
ray implementation with gameplay that could create meaningful learning. A 
pre-game and post-game test was conducted to compare students’ performance 
on the topic. Results indicated a generally positive outcome. 

Keywords—Algorithm, data structure, game-based learning, stack  

1 Introduction 

Data structure are ways of organizing data in computer [1] which can be operated 
on by using various algorithm [2]. It is a core course in Information Technology (IT) 
programs in tertiary education as it is a fundamental knowledge applied in various 
areas [3]. Unfortunately, it is commonly difficult to comprehend [4], making teaching 
and learning challenging [5]. The main factor for low performance is the nature of the 
course itself, where students are required to learn the abstract concepts of various data 
structures, with each data structure having various operations, and each operation 
having its own algorithm. Understandably, students often unable to remember, let 
alone understand them all, hence mixing them up during informal and formal assess-
ment, negatively affecting their overall mark and grade. Students lose interest in 
learning [6] and teaching requires much explaining and illustrating. Static [1], dynam-
ic [7], and interactive visualization [8] failed to engage learners continuously, fre-
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quently, and actively [9]. Since [4] did a comprehensive study on how computer 
games can be used in algorithm learning and visualization, this research area has 
flourished as it has shown promising results.  

Game-based learning (GBL) combine game elements with defined learning out-
comes in gameplay [10]. It is popular because of advancements in computer games 
technology [11], increased number of people playing games, and the benefits of game 
itself which makes learning interesting [12] and easier thus more effective [13]. Data 
structure and algorithm have many concepts, elements, and rules that are suitable for 
designing and developing educational games [4]. GBL connect abstract concepts in 
algorithms with objects from real world [6], making understanding easier. However, 
effectiveness of games on learning is still unclear [14], and may be compromised [15] 
if improper learning strategies used. Therefore, [16] suggested inclusion of instruc-
tional support in GBL environments to enable students' to apply game knowledge to 
real life problems.  

One type of external scaffolds in GBL is question prompts, which have been found 
to improve learning outcome [15].	 [17] subcategorize cognitive learning outcomes into 
three; declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge, and strategic knowledge. Data 
structure learning involves algorithmic problem solving where students need to know 
how to perform data structure operations according to their respective algorithm. 
Hence the cognitive learning outcome of data structure learning is procedural 
knowledge, which prompt can help apply [18]. 

A stack data structure has a last-in-first-out (LIFO) structure where values can be 
inserted (pushed) onto a stack or removed (popped) from the stack, and the value that 
was pushed on the stack most recently is the first to be popped from it. Common stack 
operations are pop, push, peek (get the top element without removing it), isEmpty 
(checks whether stack is empty or not), and isFull (checks whether stack is full or 
not). One way to implement a stack is using array-based. Stack is one of the most 
covered data structure in curriculum [19] and are often used when there are interrupts 
to handle, or when having recursive functions, or even when constructing a rudimen-
tary AI for games [20]. 

This paper presents an alternative way of designing data structure GBL, which is 
through the use of question prompts, to create a gameplay that leads to meaningful 
learning of data structure algorithms. Stack data structure GBL with gameplay that 
simulates algorithm of array implementation of insertion and deletion operation using 
LIFO principle was designed, developed, and tested. 

2 Literature Review 

The use of e-learning motivates user to learn [21] thus could be adopted at higher 
education institutions [22] and can be integrated across many disciplines, such as 
language [23]. [19] created Stack Ship Activity where user navigates a space ship 
through space by touching desired values to Push a number in a stack (the main body 
of the ship) and tapping a POP button to Pop a value from the stack until the stack 
overflows or underflow. An undergraduate from Winston-Salem State University 
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created a stack game where a robot has to walk home facing different obstacles on 
land and sea that challenge its knowledge of the Stack data structure (by pushing and 
popping blocks) after its spaceship crashes [24]. [25] asked students to design and 
implement a program that allows them to play a simplified version of a card game 
with the computer. A shuffled deck of cards is dealt (push) between the computer and 
the player's draw piles. Each draw pile begins with (isFull) 26 cards and each winning 
pile starts out empty. For each round, the computer and player each place the top card 
from (pop) their draw pile onto (push) the center of the table. If the player's card has a 
higher value, the two cards are taken (pop) and placed at the top (push) of the player's 
winning pile, vice versa. In the case of a tie, the two cards are left in the middle of the 
table, to be picked up by the next round's winner. When one of the two players runs 
out of cards (isEmpty) in their draw pile, the game is over. The player with the highest 
total number of cards in their two piles (draw and winning) is declared the winner. 

[26] separates question prompts into procedural, elaboration and reflection, where 
each serve different purposes for learners. Reflection prompts can be broken down 
further into knowledge prompts where learners reflect on the conceptual understand-
ings of the underlying knowledge within game [27] and application prompts where 
game knowledge is applied outside of game [28]. Prompts have been found to scaf-
folding students’ high-order thinking in various domains and contexts, and help in 
knowledge integration [29], focus, articulating thoughts, reflection of learning pro-
cesses [26] and improve self-regulated learning competence [30]. 

3 Methodology 

There were four phases in conducting this research. In the first phase, a literature 
review was done on data structure learning, GBL, and question prompts. The second 
phase was designing the stack game based on identified constructs. This research is 
based on a game model by [17] where there are three phases; Input, Process, and Out-
come. The objective is to design an instructional program that incorporates certain 
characteristics of games that trigger a cycle that includes user judgments or reactions, 
user behaviours, and further system feedback. The extent to which this cycle results in 
engagement in game play which leads to the achievement of learning outcomes de-
pends on the success of pairing instructional content with appropriate game features. 
The model was combined with data structure game design by [4] which consists of 
general game design elements, game appearance design, and game mechanics design. 

3.1 First-general game design elements 

1. Game idea: Stack and unstack array of stones. 
2. Game goal: Simulate insertion (push) and deletion (pop) operation of array im-

plementation of stack data structure using LIFO principle. 
3. Game topic: Array implementation of stack requires checking whether stack is full 

before each push (see Figure 1) and whether stack is empty before each pop (see 
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Figure 2). Push is not allowed if stack is full and pop is not allowed if stack is emp-
ty. 

4. Game start: Head-Up-Display (HUD) on top of screen shows Maximum Player 
Lives (5), Minimum Player Score (0) and Maximum Time (100 seconds). Text nar-
ratives of story overview displayed under HUD. Game starts after story overview 
ended. Four empty slots presented. 

5. Game end: Game ends when player finish within allocated time or when life or 
time equal to zero. 

6. Game milestone events: Score increased by 10 for each correct action and Lives 
reduced by one for each wrong action.  

7. Game exit: Game can be exited from the close (X) button on the game window. 
User will be asked for confirmation. 

 
Fig. 1. Push algorithm for array implementation of stack 

Definitions: max: maximum elements in stack. pointer: pointer to last element to be pushed or next el-
ement to be popped. stack: stack array. x: value to be pushed or popped 
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Fig. 2. Pop algorithm for array implementation of stack 

Definitions: pointer: pointer to last element to be pushed or next element to be popped. stack: stack array. 
x: value to be pushed or popped. 

3.2 Second-algorithm game appearance design 

Graphics design 

1. Game Graphic Items: 2D sprites, each with name, texture, size, and position.  
2. Node: Item used to visualize one node of the algorithm data structure, which is 

stone. 
3. Collections: A set of similar nodes organized according to specific rules. A collec-

tion is used to visualize an algorithm data structure, which is stack of stones. 
4. Playing tools: Items used to play game, which are stone and bomb.  
5. Buttons: Non animated graphic objects used in screens design. Yes, No, and Ar-

row buttons used during game. 

Game assets 

6. Texture: Stone, Bomb, Buttons. 
7. Sounds: Background audio during game and sound effects during game opening, 

mouse click, correct action, incorrect action, game won, and game lost. 

3.3 Third-Algorithm Game Mechanics Design 

1. Input Design handles game input from mouse. Each player input event in game 
has a feedback in terms of Score, Lives, or sounds. 

2. Game Properties are parameters initialized at start of game; Maximum Player 
Lives, Maximum Level Time, and Minimum Player Score. Other game attributes 
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are calculated and displayed to show game current state; Player Remaining Lives, 
Current Level Timer, and Current Player Score. 

3. Gameplay is responsible for implementing playing rules of game according to vis-
ualized algorithm behavior. General gameplay of the game is depicted in Figure 3. 
While levelTimer and playerLives are more than zero, and while tasks are not fin-
ished, each incorrect action will decrease playerLives, while each correct action 
will increase playerScore. If player finishes game within given levelTimer and 
playerLives, player wins, vice versa. 

 
Fig. 3. General algorithm of gameplay 

Specific playing rules that simulate the algorithm steps (see Figure 4) are as fol-
lows: 
Screens design 

1. Title screen displays the game title which is Train to Kluang, inspired by South 
Korea’s blockbuster movie titled Train to Busan, with similar storyline; main char-
acter running away from zombies. 

2. Main menu screen displays game main menu options and handles player choices. 
It is separated into three sections; Notes, Demo, and Play.  

3. Start screen displays story overview, which can be skipped. 
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4. Play screen displays game for player to play, including HUD that shows game 
properties; Player Remaining Lives, Current Level Timer, and Current Player 
Score. 

5. Exit screen allows player to stop and end game at any time. 
6. Won Game screen displays won message when player wins (player finish within 

allocated time).  
7. Lost Game screen displays lost message when player loses game. There are two; 

lost because of no lives left and lost because time is up.  
8. Game Demo screen displays self-running demo of game. 

 
Fig. 4. Algorithm of array gameplay 
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Player need to stack (push) and unstack (pop) four stones. Before each stacking, 
player will be asked whether the stack is full (see Figure 5). Player then drag and drop 
stone in slot (see Figure 6).  

  

Fig. 5. Checking whether stack is full be-
fore each push 

Fig. 6. Push stones (data) in slots (stack) 

Before each unstacking, player will be asked whether the stack is empty (see Fig-
ure 7). Player then drag and drop bomb in slot (see Figure 8).  

  

Fig. 7. Checking whether stack is empty 
before each pop 

Fig. 8. Pop stones (data) from slots (stack) 

The series of questions are actually a replication of the thinking process that a stu-
dent should undergo to solve problems regarding array implementation of stack data 
structure. Because game can be used as a training as it can be repetitively played, the 
idea here is for the students to ingrain the problem solving process in their mind until 
the point that they are able recreate (self-ask) the series of questions (process) when 
solving problems of similar nature. 
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The third phase of the research is the development of a prototype based on the de-
sign. Adobe Photoshop was used for graphic creation and editing, while Adobe Flash 
was utilized to integrate the multimedia elements text, graphic, audio, animation and 
video.  

In the fourth phase of the research, the game was tested to measure its effect on 
learning outcome. A sample consisting of 29 first-year Diploma in Information Tech-
nology students who had taken the course in the previous semester was chosen. Play-
ers were required to answer a pre-game and post-game test that have the same stack 
topic questions before and after playing. Players were given time to study before play-
ing. They were then separated into three groups to play the game. 

If the game is successful, the gameplay triggers repeated cycles of user judgments 
(e.g., enjoyment) which leads to behaviour (play until won or play until lost or re-
play), and feedback (HUD, correct and incorrect audio, won and lost screens). De-
briefing is the review and analysis of events that occurred in the game whose process 
allows players to transform game events into learning experiences. Successful debrief-
ing leads to the achievement of cognitive learning outcome of the game which is the 
procedural knowledge (knowledge about how to perform a task) whereby the players 
demonstrate the ability to apply knowledge of stack to solve a specific problem. 

4 Results and Discussions 

Results from testing are summarized in Table 1. There are eight multiple-choice 
questions regarding stack data structure in pre and post-game tests. The first question 
asked players to choose the structure of stack. Second and third questions require 
players to select the name of the insert and delete operations in stack correspondingly. 
Fourth and fifth questions need players to pick stack operations in array implementa-
tion that occur before push and pop operations respectively. Sixth and seventh ques-
tions want players to determine the location of a new node during push and which 
node is removed during pop figuratively. Eighth question inquire whether there is a 
limit on the number of nodes that can be pushed in array implementation of stack. 

Table 1.  Comparison between pre-game and post-game test 

Question number Question 
Correct 

Change 
Pre Post 

1 Principle 13 27 + 
2 Push 26 28 + 
3 Pop 27 26 - 
4 Check full 14 17 + 
5 Check empty 12 19 + 
6 Push (array) 26 27 + 
7 Pop (array) 17 22 + 
8 Number of nodes (array) 25 26 + 

 
Based on the results, all questions but one showed positive changes where number 

of correct answers after playing game (post) is higher than before (pre). Only one 
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question had negative change where number of correct answers decreased after play-
ing game. But this result is not a major problem as the difference is only one. 

To evaluate game usability, players answered 14 five-point Likert scale questions 
ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree which consists of three sections; user 
interface, user friendliness, and interactivity. Results are summarized in Table 2.  

Table 2.  Game usability 

Question 
number Question 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Effective use of screen area 0 0 11 16 2 
2 Consistent layout  0 1 11 16 1 
3 Attractive interface  0 2 6 19 2 
4 Active buttons clearly highlighted 0 3 6 15 5 
5 Easy to use 0 0 4 24 1 
6 Easy navigation 0 1 10 16 2 
7 Provision of Exit and Menu  0 0 9 17 3 
8 Clear instructions  0 1 17 9 2 
9 Meaningful icons  0 2 10 16 1 

10 Consistent and readable text 0 1 7 15 7 
11 Creative animations  0 0 6 15 8 
12 Video enhances instructional effect 0 0 10 15 4 
13 Graphics enhance instructional effect 0 0 13 14 2 
14 Clear audio  0 0 4 20 5 

Average (%) 0.00 2.46 30.54 55.91 11.08 

1 - Strongly Disagree (%) 
2 - Disagree (%) 
3 - Neutral (%) 
4 - Agree (%) 
5 - Strongly Agree (%) 

Players’ opinions were mostly positive for all questions. But there are some issues 
with layout (question 2), interface (question 3), button (question 4), navigation (ques-
tion 6), instruction (question 8), icon (question 9), and text (question 10). In term of 
layout, players may felt it is inconsistent as there are many screens in the game appli-
cation, each with a different layout. We admit that attractiveness of interface may be 
low, as the graphics were not designed by professional graphic designers, but by final-
year diploma students with limited skills. Therefore we understand when players 
suggested a “more creative” interface with “more animation”, such as “motion for 
zombies”. We are not sure why some players have issue with active buttons, as all 
buttons in the game increase in size or changes colour when mouseover, clearly high-
lighting them. We think that the game has a simple navigation, but may be some play-
ers were confused with the icons used. Some players thought that the instructions 
were general, making it ambiguous, and suggested for them to be “more detailed”. In 
our opinion, fonts used in the game are consistent and readable, as the size is big and 
“colourful”. Thus we are not sure why a player had an issue with it. Players also rec-
ommended an increase in Time and Lives. Provision for “Level” is proposed to add 
“difficulty” for “more challenge”.  
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5 Conclusion 

This research attempted to simplify learning of array implementation of stack data 
structure operations through game-based learning with question prompts. Educators 
could use the game to diversify teaching method and students can use it to self-assess 
understanding. Testing calls for improvements in terms of game design, appearance, 
and mechanics.  

6 Limitations and Future Studies 

The game developers have limited skills, thus compromising the attractiveness of 
the game. Furthermore, the game was tested in groups, thus not all students have di-
rect interaction with the game. Some became passive participants, or merely an ob-
server, or worst, an onlooker. These may affect their understanding of stack and opin-
ions of the game. Future recommendations include application of GBL to other data 
structure topics using various game genres with more challenging and exciting game-
play to make learning more meaningful. 
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